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Introduction. The identities

(a) II(l-*n)   =   Z (-1)»»»-'*»)/«,

0>) Il (1 - *n)3 =  Z (-l)n(2» + l)*(»'+»>/2

are classical, (a) being the so-called "pentagonal number theorem"

of Euler, and (b) being an identity of Jacobi's, well known in the

theory of elliptic modular functions. It is remarkable that for no

other values of r are the coefficients of ü„°_i (1 — xn)r known ex-

plicitly. It will be the purpose of this paper to give various recursion

formulas and identities for these coefficients, which are consequences

of identities between functions on certain modular subgroups. In

particular, the coefficients will be investigated thoroughly for

r = 2, 4, 6. A typical theorem is that every integer occurs as the

modulus of the coefficients for r = 2.

1. Preliminary identities. In what follows all sums will be extended

from 0 to oo and all products from 1 to «>, unless otherwise indicated.

We denote the coefficient of xn in XI(1— xUY Dv PrW ! i-e->

(l.i) n(i-*n)r = ZM«)*B-

Noting that II(l-*")r= n(l_x")a- 11(1 -xn)r-", we obtain the
identity

n

(1 • 2) pT(n) = Z pa(J)Pr-a(n - j).
J'=0

Differentiating (1.1) logarithmically, we also obtain

n

(1.3) npT(n) = - r£ <r(j)pr(n - j),     a(j) = £ d.

(1.3) is especially suited to numerical calculation.

Using (a),  (b), and  (1.2), we can obtain the following explicit

formulas for pi(n), pi(n), pt(n):

(1.4)       p2(n) = Z (-1)*+",
(3i2±l)/2+(3ïî±)/)/2=ri
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(1.5) Pi(n)= £ (.-l)-*«(2*+l),

(1.6) p,(n) = E (-l)"+»(2*+l)(2y+l).

It is understood in formulas (1.4)—(1.6) that (x, y) runs over all

non-negative integral solutions of the defining equations.

These formulas, though complicated, are arithmetically enlighten-

ing and will be studied in detail. We set (x) = [x+1/2], so that (x) is

the integer nearest to x.

A little consideration shows that we may rewrite formulas (1.4)-

(1.6) as follows:

(1.7) p2(n) =       £      (_!)««+.)/•>,
u2+t>2=24n+2

(1.8) p*(n) = £ (-iJK-ri.)/»!^
u2+3ïJ2=24n+4,«,u odd

(1.9) pt(n) = -     E      (-l)(u+")/2w».
u2+u2=8n+2

It is understood in formulas (1.7)—(1.9) that (u, v) runs over all

positive integral solutions of the defining equations.

Let a = U„|o p'p be the canonical decomposition of a. If ep is odd

for some p= — 1 (4), then the equation x2+y2 = a has no solutions in

integers. If episoddfor some^= — 1 (3), then the equation x2-\-3y2 = a

has no solutions in integers. We can say therefore:

(1.10) Let r = 2,4, 6. Let 2in/r + i = IX>|24n/r+i P*pbe the canonical

decomposition of 24«/r + l. If ep is odd for some p= —l(mr), where

mr = 4, 3, 4 for r = 2, 4, 6, then pr(n) = 0.

Hence we need only consider n such that 2in/r-\-l=qrÇ%, where

qr is a product of primes =1 (mr) and QT is a product of primes

= -1 (mr).

We note that if p = — 1 (4), then x2 +y2 m 0 (/>) implies x = y = 0 (J>),

and if £=.-1  (3), then x2 + 3y2s0 (/>) implies that x=y = 0 (p).

Making use of the above, we obtain the following reduction

formulas :

(1.11) PÄ(q&\ - 1)/12] =      Z      (-l)«h<-^>^,
«2+ï2=2sî

(1.12)        pt[(q*ol-1)/6] =04       E       (-i)»í«h*>«».
«2-}-3u2=454,u,v odd

(1.13) /»6 [(çeÇ* - )/4] = <&, [(?, - l)/4].

In particular,
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(1.14) Pi[(Q\- 1)/12] = (-1)<«*">,

(1.15) p,[(0l - l)/6] = (-l)M<WQit

(1-16) Î«[(Ç«-l)/4]=e«.

A similar set of explicit formulas can be written down when q,

is a prime. We note only that if q2 is a prime, then

(1.17) pi[(q&\ - l)/12l = 2(-l)<e>«+»>/6>,

where A, B are the uniquely determined positive integers such that

2q2=A2+B\

2. The principal identities. We are going to extend the scope of the

previous identities by recursion formulas derived from identities be-

tween modular functions. The following theorem has been proved by

the author in his paper [l]:1

Theorem 1. Suppose that r is even, 0 <r g 24. Let p be a prime such

thatr(p-l)=0 (24). Set 5 = r(£-l)/24. Then

(2.1) £ pr(np + 5)x" = pr(S) II (1 - *")r - P'l^otTl (1 - x»»y.

By comparing coefficients of corresponding powers of x, we find

(2.2) pr(np + 8) = />r(5)/>r(«) - p"^pr((n - 8)/p),>

with the convention that pr(x) is zero if x is not an integer.

We propose to derive some more identities of this type for

r = 2, 4, 6 and for various associated p's. For this purpose we shall

require a number-theoretic lemma, the proof of which is straight-

forward and will be omitted.

Lemma 1. Suppose that r is 2, 4, or 6. Let p be a prime such that

r(p + l)=0 (24). Set A=r(£2-l)/24, \n=A-p[A/p]+np, n
= 0, 1, • • • . Then [A/p] is the least value of n for which X„ is the sum

of two pentagons (r = 2); the sum of a triangle and a pentagon (r = 4) ;

the sum of two triangles (r = 6).

Lemma 1 leads easily to a proof that the functions Sr defined in

[l] are constant, under the conditions imposed above.3 We are thus

led to the following theorem:

Theorem 2. With the notation of Lemma 1, we have

1 Numbers in brackets refer to the bibliography at the end of the paper.

s The case r = 24 reduces to Mordell's identity for Ramanujan's function r(n).

3 The coefficients of the pole terms are essentially £r(X„), « = 0, 1, • • • , [a//>] — 1.

These coefficients are of necessity zero, in view of the formulas (1.4)—(1.6).
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(2.3) E PÁnp + A)*- = (~p)rl2-lTl (1 - x"*)'.

By comparing coefficients of corresponding powers of x, we find

(2.4) pr(np + A) = (-pY'2-lpT(n/p).

3. Deductions from the principal identities. We shall consider re-

cursion formulas (2.2) and (2.4) more closely. It will be understood

that a formula derived from a theorem is subject to the hypotheses

of that theorem.

We see from (2.4) that

(3.1) pT(np + A)=0, ii(n,p) = l.

Setting n = pgt, gt+i=p2gt+A (t = 0, 1, • • • ), and At = pr(gt),

formula (2.4) reads Aw = (-p)Tl2-lAt. This implies that pr(gop2'

+r(p2t-l)/24:) = (-p)(Tl2-1Hpr(go). In particular, choosing g0 = 0, 1, 2

we obtain

(3.2) pr(r(Pu - D/24) = (-*)<"»-»«,

(3.3) pr(p2t + r(p21 - l)/24) = - r(-pY'i2-»>,

(3.4) pr(2p2' + r(p2' - l)/24) - r(r - 3)/2(-¿) <"*-»'.

The recursion formula (2.2) requires a slightly more elaborate dis-

cussion. Setting a = p,(5), b= p'12'1, n=gt, gt+i = pgt+S (t = 0, 1, • • •),

and At = pT(gt), (2.2) reads At+î — aAt+i-{-bAt = 0. The solution of this

difference equation depends on the nature of the roots of the char-

acteristic equation x2 — ax-\-b = 0. This in turn depends on the dis-

criminant a2 — 4b. We are interested in particular in determining

when this discriminant vanishes. (1.17) shows that this occurs for

r = 2, and it is easy to verify that it does not occur for r = 4, 6. For

r = 2, then, we obtain

(3.5) pi(g0p> + (p' - 0/12) - (/ + 1)(P*((P - l)/l2)/2)'-p2(g0).

Applying(1.17), we have

(3.6) M(#'-l)/12)-(±l)'(*+l).

It is clear that (3.6) implies that any integer occurs as the modulus

of the coefficients in H(l — xn)2, and does so infinitely often.

For r=4, 6 we obtain (with go = 0)

Xi      —  Xv

(3.7) pr(r(pt - 0/24) =-,        *!+*,« pr(o),
Xi —  Xi

xix2 = p'l2-\
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A table of pr(n), r = 2, 4, 6, is appended for 1 ̂ «^25.

n          p¡(n)         pt(n) p,(n) n          p^n)        /><(«)    />«(»)

1    -2-4 - 6 16      2     14    - 60
2-12 9 17      0     20       0
3 2      8 10 18      0      2-110
4 1-5 -30 19    -2      0       0
5 2-4 0 20-2-11      81

6 -2    -10      11      21      0     20      180
7 0 8 42 22 0 -32 - 78
8-2 9 0 23 -2 -16 0
9-2      0    -70      24    -1      0      130

10 1     14     18     25     0-4    -198

11 0    -16 -54
12 0    -10 49
13 2-4 90
14 3      0 0
15 -2    - 8    -22
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